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ABSTRACT 

The aim of the present study was to investigate and compare CT and MRI imaging anatomy of 
the rabbit liver. As anatomical bone landmark, we used Th8. Ten sexually mature; healthy clinically 
rabbits have been studied. Computed tomographic (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) studies 
were performed in compliance with the standard imaging anatomical protocol when study the rabbit 
liver. The studied animals were positioned in dorsoventral (abdominal) recumbency. When the aim is to 
find topographic localization of the liver (its lines, lobes, edges and position relative to adjacent organs), 
transversal helical CT anatomical study of the cranial abdominal region, at the level of Th8 is a high 
informative method.The anatomical data for the rabbit liver, obtained by MRI, give real and precision 
information for its lobes, topography of the big vessels, interlobar visualization of the gall bladder, gall 
bladder’s parts, beginning of the cystic duct and topography of the investigated organ to close structures 
which are with similar and higher level of magnetization. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are imaging anatomical 

methods for visualization of soft tissue structures and bones. There is a coincidence between anatomical 

images produced by CT (Еlis, 1999, Paulus et al., 2001; Prather et al., 2005; Drake et al., 2007; Van 

Caelenberget al., 2010; Lauridsen et al., 2011; Raes et al., 2011;Shojaei et al., 2012)and MRI (Samii et al., 

1999, Ober and Freeman, 2009,Stamatova-Yovcheva et al., 2012), compared to the findings obtained by 

the classical anatomical methods. Therefore CT and MRI methods are fully applicable to anatomical 

studies. Anatomical results obtained by CT correspond to the conventional topography of organs in 

particular small mammals, incl. rabbit, which allows a number of authors to use it as anatomical method 

(Samii et al., 1998; Zotti et al., 2009; Dimitrov et al., 2010a; Dimitrov et al., 2010b; Dimitrov et al., 2011a; 

Dimitrov et al., 2011b; Farré et al., 2014).For comparability of the results the same bone markers are 

used when interpret the data from CT and those of native frozen post-mortem anatomical cuts(Dimitrov 

et al., 2013).To find CT imaging anatomical features of the rabbit liver Zotti et al. (2009) use as bone 

markers vertebra from 8th thoracic (Th8) to 3rd lumbar (L3). The most detailed image of the organ is 

obtained at the level of 9th thoracic vertebra (Th9). 

X-ray radiation in CT is significantly less than that of conventional radiography (Novelline et al., 

1999, Boyd, 2006, Huda and Vance, 2007). CT has opportunities for reconstruction of images (Henninger 

et al., 2003, Lenard, 2008) described as retrospective reconstruction (Romans, 1995).  

The disadvantage of the CT method is that the changes that occur during the breathing are not 

take into consideration (Romans, 1995; Seeram, 2009). By MRI method are obtained detailed 

anatomical data for the liver for one breathing cycle, with high resolution of the image. The breathing 

process and heart activity do not cause appearance of artefacts, when use MRI method (Secor, 2008). 

The obtained results by MRI method give information simultaneously for the longitudinal (T1) 

and transversal (T2) relaxation due to the two types of magnetization of liver tissue (Penney et al., 2003; 

Sahani and Kalva,2004; Catalano et al., 2008; Lee et al., 2012).The method is suitable as for the 

anatomical study of the liver structure in depth, as for the imaging anatomical study of the big veins, 

lobar veins and branches of portal vein. Detailed anatomical image was obtained for the right hepatic 

lobe, due to specifics in its structure and venous drainage. The thin left border of the liver and caudate 

process are sharple distinct to the close soft tissue findings (Champetier et al., 1987, Champetier et al., 

1992). 

The advantages of MRI occur in the facts that are produced three-dimensional reconstructions 

of the studied organ structures. In contrast to CT by this method is carried out vascular visualization, 

without the use of contrast agents and X-ray radiation of the individual (Lee, 2001; Soler et al., 2007; 

Lauridsen et al., 2011). 

MRI method is suitable to determine the normal variations in the organ’s size (Champetier et al., 

1987, Champetier et al., 1992, Ziegler, 2008). 
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MRI and computed tomography (CT) have as advantages as disadvantages. Anyway CT is more 

applicable than MRI. In contrast toCT method, when use MRI, X-ray radiation of the individual is 

avoided. Although in MRI method is achieved an impact on the biological tissue, due to the effect of the 

magnetization, the magnetic field has no proven harmful effects.Disadvantage of MRI is the longer 

duration of the study (approximately 20 to 40 min)(Formicaand Silvestri, 2004). 

The insufficient data in the literature concerning the application and capabilities of CT and MRI 

asimaging anatomical methods for visualization of the liver in rabbits gave us the reason to do this 

comparative study. The obtained data would be used when choose correctly imaging anatomical 

methods for alive anatomical study of the liver in domestic mammals, depending on the goals.As a 

model we present computer tomographic slice obtained at the level of Th8. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Materials 

Ten mature clinically healthy rabbits 12 months old, from the New Zealand white rabbit breed, 

with weight between 2.8 kg and 3.2 kg were anesthetized (IM) with Ketaminol® 10 solution (Intervet) 

(Ketamine hydrochloride 100 mg/ml and Benzethonium chloride 0.1 mg/ml) of 0.5 ml/kg(Dimitrov, 

2013). The experimental animals were housed at 25°C, with a 12 h dark/light cycle. 

All rules were complied for welfare of experimental animals, in accordance to European 

Convention for the protection of vertebrate animals used for experimental and other scientific purposes 

(Strasbourg / 16.05.1986), the European Convention for the Protection of companion animals 

(Strasbourg / 13.11.1987) and the Law on protection of animals in Bulgaria (section IV-animal 

experiments, Art. 26, 27 and 28, adopted on 24.01.2008 and published in Government Gazette, № 13, 

2008).Animals are used with empty digestive tract.All animals fully recovered from the anesthesia after 

completion of the study. 

Methods 

CT anatomical protocol: Five clinically healthy rabbits were used. The study was performed by 

Whole body multi-slice helical computed tomography scanner (Light Speed QX/I GE, Genaral Electric 

USA). CT study was carried out, considering a standard imaging anatomical protocol for study of the 

rabbit liver.The studied animals were positioned in dorsoventral (abdominal) recumbency. The 

abdominal cavity was scanned transversally in the planes from Th8 to L3. The slices’ thickness was 5 

mm. The CT soft tissue density was reported informatively for the protocol. The obtained results were 

exported and imported by DICOM and USB external devices. 

MRI anatomical protocol: For the purpose five clinically healthy rabbits were used.They were 

positioned in abdomen recumbency. A magnetic resonanceSiemens Magnetom Essenza was used. The 

device was the following parameters: magnet weight was 3.5 tone, strength of magnetic field 1.5 T, total 

imaging matrix (TIM) was with 28 coil elements and 5 RF channels and scanning diapason-up 140 cm. 

The magnetic scanner reconstructed 1131 images per second with matrix 256/256. The slices’ thickness 
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was from 3 to 4 mm, FOV 244*244, TE-93 and TR 1410. We worked in high resolution. For one series of 

study the window (W) varied from 745 to 1360. The center was in diapason between 344 and 611 

(Stamatova-Yovcheva et al., 2012). 

RESULTS 

When scan by CT the cranial abdominal region at the level of Th8, topography and anatomical 

features of the rabbit liver were visualized in detail. The organ was intrathoracic and was observed as a 

massive normal attenuated heterogeneous soft tissue finding. There was not visible CT anatomical 

border between right lobe and left lobes of the liver. The liver borders were sharply distinguished to the 

close soft tissues, as dorsal border was relatively hypperattenuated to diaphragm contours. 

TransversalСТ hypperattenuated anatomical image of oesophagus was to the left and dorsally. Caudal 

vena cava was regular oval soft tissue finding on dorsal liver border. Its density was similar to that of 

liver parenchyma. Hypperattenuated abdominal aorta was observed close to the body of Th8 (Figure 1). 

 

Figure 1. Transversal helical anatomical CT image of cranial abdominal region. (L-left, D-right) 

(abdominal recumbency).(1) left azygos vein;(2) abdominal aorta;(3) oesophagus; (4) caudal vena cava; 

(5)right azygos vein; (6) right lung; (7)left lung; (8)diaphragm; (9) right lobe of liver; (10) left medial lobe 

of liver; (11) left lateral lobe of liver; (12) abdominal muscles. 

MRI visualization of the rabbit liver in T2 presented the intrathoracic localization of the organ in 

cranial abdominal region. The liver lobes were sharply visible anatomical structures with homogenous 

character. The signal intensity was intermediate. Anatomical landmark for quadrate lobe position was 

hypersignal gallbladder. Data gave information about organ’s localization to the close structures, which 

are with similar and higher magnetization (aorta, caudal vena cava and oesophagus). Detailed 

anatomical information for topography and position of the gall bladder to right lobe of liver was 
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obtained byT2 sequence. Morphological interpretation of the gall bladder itemizedits three parts in alive 

aspect-fundus, body and neck and the beginning of the cystic duct (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Transversal MRI anatomical presenting of rabbit liver in Т2 sequence. (L-left, D-right) 

(abdominal recumbency). (1) left azygos vein; (2) abdominal aorta; (3) oesophagus; (4)caudal vena cava; 

(5) right azygos vein; (6) right lung; (7)right lobe of liver;(8) gall bladder fundus; (9) body of gall bladder; 

(10)neck of of gall bladder and cystic duct; (11) quadrate lobe; (12)left medial lobe of liver; (13) left 

lateral lobe of liver; (14) rectus abdominis muscle; (15) transverse abdominal muscle; (16)external and 

internal oblique muscles.  

DISCUSSION 

There is discussion about the number of rabbit liver lobes. Some authors (Barone, 1997, 

McCracken and Kainer, 2008) consider that the liver in rabbit is composed of five lobes and other find 

that the organ has six lobes (Bensley, 1948; Meredith and Raimond, 2000). There is a debate about 

topography and anatomical parts of gall bladder (Barone, 1997; Hristov et al., 2006). According to our 

imaging anatomical investigation rabbit liver is composed of five lobes, with sharply visible quadrate 

lobe on MRI. The right lobe of liver is not separated and the gall bladder does not reach the ventral liver 

border. Thus our results correspond to literature data of Barone (1997) and McCracken and Kainer 

(2008).  

It is considered that in the rabbit as bone landmarks for liver topography are the vertebra from 

Th8 to L3 as the most detailed image of the liver is obtained at the level of Th9 (Zotti et al., 2009). We 

used a detailed anatomical algorithm, described for the imaging study in different organs (Dimitrov, 

2013). We used the study of Zotti et al. (2008) as model for bone landmarks. As Zotti et al. (2008) we 

find that right lobe of liver, left medial and lateral lobes of liver are visualized at the level of Th8. So we 

suggest it as a model for our study. In comparison to Fornica and Silvestri (2004)who find the images of 
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the liver, gall bladder, aorta, oesophagus, caudal vena cava, we find in details and in classic topographic 

aspect the parts of the gall bladder in the rabbit and the beginning of the cystic duct. 

We give different protocol for MRI study of the rabbit liver, in comparison to that proposed by 

Samii et al. (1999)for feline abdominal organs. To obtain objective MRI anatomical data for rabbit liver’s 

lobes, organ’s topography and closeness, the studied biological object must be positioned in 

dorsoventral recumbency, and the applied sequence must be Т2. That corresponds to our previous 

published data (Stamatova-Yovcheva et al., 2012).  

CONCLUSIONS 

When is necessary to find topography of rabbit liver, its outlines, lobes, borders, position to 

close organs, transversal helical abnatomical CT study of the cranial abdominal region at the level of Th8 

is a highly informative method. The data are with high resolution and content summarized information, 

obtained for one cycle of breathing. 

The anatomical data for rabbit liver, obtained by MRI give accurate information about its lobes, 

topography of the big vessels, interlobar visualization of the gall bladder, beginning of cystic duct and 

topography of the studied organ to close structures, which are with similar and higher level of 

magnetization. 
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